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Woods Business Services continues to deliver
impressively consistent results thanks to a
pragmatic approach that’s all about playing to
the strengths of the business and ensuring it’s
streamlined. AUSTIN CLARK caught up with
JON BANGER, director of the Chippenhambased dealer, to find out more
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done, it gives me a great insight into what’s

be here in 2017 when I started back in

needed to succeed,” Jon explains. “In a small

1987!” says Jon. “When I joined the business

business you need to be close to everything

focused solely on its shop in Bath but then,

that’s going on and I do enjoy being so

three or four years later, as business changed,

hands-on and working closely with the
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When asked why the business
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TEAMWORK

can deliver such consistently strong

As Jon mentioned earlier, the team at

performance, year after year, Jon says much

Woods is relatively small – something that’s

of it is down to keeping the business lean

emphasised by recent developments.

and efficient.

“Last year we had 10 people but, as it
stands, there are eight of us at the moment.
None of the three salespeople we had in

In a small business
you need to be close
to everything that’s
going on

April are with us now, for varying reasons
but, thankfully, we’ve added a great recruit to
the team in the shape of Tracey Davis.
“Tracey’s main focus when she came on
board was to look after existing customers
whereas Dan, who we recruited through
the New Talent academy, worked on new
business development. As he’s now decided

“In 2016, we achieved a turnover of

to move on Tracey has had to take on more

£1.5m with just 10 staff. We’re in business

of the development side but I’m delighted to

to make a profit so we’re set up to be as

say she has exceeded expectations in terms

streamlined as possible in order to eke that

of her attitude. She’s not from the industry

profit out. That’s not us being greedy – it’s

and so has no pre-conceived ideas but,

about ensuring we work efficiently. It means,

because she’s intelligent, she works out the

for example, that we’re very focused on

best way to do things. If you throw enough

online ordering – it accounts for 50% of

mud at the wall some of it will stick. When it

business and that figure is growing – and

comes to sales I’ve always said it’s a numbers

we’ve worked hard to ensure we have the

game – the more people you speak to the

right back office system that co-ordinates

more results you get. It’s not rocket science.”

with our ecommerce offering. Our webstore

When asked if he would encourage

dovetails into our back office very effectively

other dealers to follow suit and recruit from

and simply which allows us to proactively

outside the industry, Jon says he would

target customers who aren’t buying online

definitely consider it again. “We’re not in

and encourage them to do so. All of our new

the habit of recruiting salespeople and, aside

business is steered online too as it reduces

from the recent sales’ changes, we have

noise and traffic coming through the office.

great staff retention, so maybe we’ve just got

We switched to Prima from Progress

lucky with Tracey. But, chances are, if there’s

two-and-a-half years ago and now, to be

anybody in the industry who’s good they’d

honest, we can’t imagine how we operated

want more money than we wanted to pay

without them! Their solution boosts

and, if they were prepared to move jobs and

efficiencies from a purchasing perspective

join us, they’d likely head off to pastures new

and the fact it’s developing fast allows us

just as quickly.

to be constantly adding new features and
further automation.”
Jon does add, however, that he hasn’t

“Sales are a vitally important part of our
business so I was daunted by the process –
and you have to put a lot of time and effort

automated everything. “We do retain

into finding the right person – but you just

manual intervention when it suits us. For

don’t know what you are going to get until

example, our purchasing isn’t automated

that person starts. So, I changed my mindset

so that we can try and cut logistics’ costs.”

and went, instead, for somebody with the
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right work ethic and attitude who was willing

CLEAR FOCUS

to put in a good shift and wasn’t afraid of

When it comes to sales Woods concentrates

knocking on doors. Salespeople want the

on the Chippenham area and a 25-to-30 mile

rewards but not all are prepared to do the

radius around it. “The business is here,” says

hard yards. So, from that perspective, there’s a

Jon. “Our philosophy is to cover everything

lot of merit in looking outside the industry.

that’s right on our doorstep before heading

“People buy from people at the end of the

further afield. Let’s leave no stone unturned

day. There are too many people involved in

locally, where we can be most efficient,

sales who believe their own hype and who are

because our market share is probably still in

too pushy and not likeable. We’re not a hard

single figures. There’s masses of potential.

sell type of company – we want people to have

“We don’t touch Bristol proactively –

a pleasurable experience when buying from

because the competition is ridiculous and

us – so it’s about building rapport.”

you’re competing against same day deliveries
and that’s not our bag; it just doesn’t make
business sense to try and compete.”

We’re not after
quick wins – we
want to develop
relationships for the
medium-to-long
term

Because business is local Woods has
three vans on the road – two dedicated to
office supplies and a third for overflow and
furniture installations, which Jon says is a
growing area.
“It’s approaching a quarter of our
turnover and it’s the most buoyant area of
our business. We work very closely with
Dams because their products suit the market
we’re having success with and they provide

In addition to Jon and Tracey, the eight-

other suppliers – such as niche suppliers of

who focus on customer service, invoicing

seating – but Dams is definitely our main

and frontline management of the business,

point of contact.

Helen who looks after accounts, Tony who

publish a dedicated furniture catalogue and

doing the picking and packing, van loading

we do all of our own installations which,

and furniture installs – and Mike and Steve,

together, marks us out as a specialist. Even if

the all-important drivers.

we don’t know everything, or aren’t actually
specialists, we are deemed as such - and

team is and how they are Woods – without

customer perception is key! All of the Dams

them we just wouldn’t function,” comments

product range is available on our webstore

Jon. “We are streamlined but, because we try

too, which increases our furniture selling

to automate processes as much as possible,

opportunities when customers are buying

and we’ll all muck in when needed, there is

online. Paper catalogues are now becoming

still lots of capacity. Our run rate for 2017 is

less valuable although they do still have a

probably a little less than last year but, even

place; customers who buy online do still

with eight staff versus the 10 last year, we’ve

use a catalogue to find products. Everybody

got capacity to cope with more sales. We

has their own names for products in office

plan to try and recruit another salesperson

supplies so it’s a handy reference tool.”

after the summer, so that should help us too.”
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“As well as utilising the marketing we

ensures logistics runs smoothly – as well as

“I can’t stress enough how good our
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In addition to furniture, sales of
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janitorial and catering supplies continue to

our recent sales people departures, we have

grow at Woods and the team is also looking

great longevity and, therefore, a team with

to grow turnover of packaging supplies;

lots of experience and knowledge – with

anybody with a warehouse who isn’t buying

the input of people like Tracey giving us

pallet wrap, and so on, will be targeted.

fresh eyes.

“We’re always on the lookout for

“The main focus for us is to consolidate

new opportunities and ideas,” continues

what we’ve got in the business – but our

Jon, “and, as a Spicers customer, we do

industry is changing quickly. If we carry

try to introduce lots of Brilliant Partner

on exactly as we are will we be here in five

initiatives. We only dabble in water coolers

years? It’s doubtful. So, we’re keeping an eye

and secure shredding but it’s something

on what’s happening with the wholesalers

different to talk about and another way of

and dealer groups – we are Superstat

developing all-important relationships with

members – so that we can work together to

customers, which is hugely important to the

change how we do things and broaden our

independent dealer channel when it comes

product range and services.
“If we can build on what we’ve got, and
broaden our product range, we’ll continue

If you throw enough
mud at the wall
some of it will stick

to enjoy success. I don’t want to do another
30 years but I do feel I’ve got at least 10
more in me! Five years ago, if somebody
told me we’d be talking about secure
shredding or water coolers, I wouldn’t
have believed them. So what will we be

to being able to compete.
“In terms of the competition, there are
other local independent dealers out there
but, nine times out of ten, it’s the big names
that we come up against. So, we sell on the
fact that we’re local, provide access to the
whole team and are flexible to customer
needs. We’re also honest about our approach
to existing customers and new business.
We’re not after quick wins – we want to
develop relationships for the mediumto-long term. Maybe we’re too honest at
times, but I don’t want to pull the wool over
people’s eyes and I think customers are savvy
enough to realise that, sometimes, prices are
too good to be true.”
FUTURE PLANS
Looking to the future, Jon is philosophical
about the development of Woods Business
Services. “I’m proud of our business; I
think we’re very good at what we do and
we have good people. Generally, aside from
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selling in five years? Who knows, but it will
be different from today and I’m looking
forward to the journey!”

